It's Lemons For Cowboys

☆ OU Squeezes OSU ☆

by MANSELL MAJEROS

They say there's no crime in the law, but no one said the law was fair, either. And when the law says you have to squash all your lemons, that's what you have to do, even if it means breaking your teeth on them.

The game was set for Saturday afternoon, with the Sooners and the Cowboys meeting in the Cotton Bowl for the annual Orange Bowl classic. The Sooners were favored by most experts, but the Cowboys had been holding their own in recent games.

The game started off well for both teams, with the Sooners taking a 10-7 lead at halftime. But in the second half, the Cowboys came back and took the lead with 10 minutes left in the game. It was a hard-fought battle, with both teams scoring a total of 42 points.

The final score was OU 30, OSU 29, with the Sooners winning by one point. It was a tough game for both teams, but the Sooners managed to come out on top. The crowd was wild, with fans cheering loudly on both sides.

OU trainer George O'Reilly was quoted as saying, "It was a tough game, but our boys held their own. We were lucky to come out on top."

The Cowboys' coach, Johnnie Remington, was more subdued in his comments, saying, "It's always tough to lose like this, but we'll bounce back. We have a lot of returning players next year, so we'll be back to fight again next year."

Meanwhile, the Sooners' coach, Tom Osborne, was elated with the win, saying, "We knew it would be a tough game, but our boys played a great game. We will celebrate this win all week."

It was a great day of football, and both teams showed their skills on the field. The Sooners managed to come out on top this year, but the Cowboys are sure to be a force next year.

(Radnor theater)
Scientists Pessimistic About World Hunger

Advanced Nations Not Applying Resources to Food, Population Crisis

...as a physician concerned, I have struggled for years to learn how communities can be freed from the reign of disease and poverty. It is time we faced the facts that an island in the North Atlantic, and poverty-ridden islands in the South Pacific, are among the most miserable regions on earth. We are faced with the task of improving the health of all people, and it will require a massive international effort to accomplish this goal...
Beer Law Attracts Interest Of Chamber

Interest Of Chamber

Dillard's Brown-Dunkin

It's a wonderful world of Christmas at Dillard's Brown-Dunkin

exceptional selections...exceptional quality...exceptional savings

HOLIDAY GIFT FOODS

famous brands of delicious breads, cakes, fruit cakes and cheese assortments...all in gay holiday packages...wonderful for gifts or your own family's sweet tooth...excellent for mailing...even overseas

MRS. CARVER'S FRUIT CAKES

12" to 16"

MISS KING'S CAKES & BREADS...

12" to 13"

REES'S FINE GIFT CHEESES, 12" to 10"

We're open nights for Christmas shopping

DILLARD'S BROWN-DUNKIN...N.W. 23rd & Villa...OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 9 P.M.
World News Briefs

Steel Price Hike Slapped

WASHINGTON (AP) - The administration moved to restrain the sharp rise in steel prices today when it announced plans to impose a 10 percent surcharge on U.S. Steel Corp. stockholders. The surcharge, which is expected to affect other steel producers, is part of a broader effort by the government to control inflation.

Johnsons Plan Christmas Party

The Johnsons plan to hold a special Christmas party for their friends and family at their home in New York. The party will feature traditional Christmas fare and music, as well as a special performance by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra.

Bob Hope's Son Marries

Bob Hope's son, Gary, married his long-time girlfriend, Susan, in a secret ceremony in Las Vegas. The couple has been together for over a decade and is expected to have a traditional wedding ceremony in the future.

Tycoon's Train Retired

The last of the luxury trains to travel through the United States is expected to be retired next year. The train, which was a popular tourist attraction, has been in operation for over 50 years and has seen many changes over the years.

River Queen Sink

The River Queen, one of the most popular riverboats on the Mississippi River, sank near St. Louis today. The cause of the sinking is still under investigation, but it is believed to be due to mechanical failure.

Antipoverty Moves Viewed

A new antipoverty program is expected to be launched in the coming weeks. The program is designed to provide financial assistance to low-income families and individuals.

Light Tremors Strike

A series of light tremors struck the region today, causing minor damage to several buildings. The tremors are believed to be related to the recent earthquake in the area.

Politics' Worried

Several political figures are expressing concern about the growing popularity of a new political party. The party, which is expected to gain significant support in the upcoming elections, is opposed to many of the traditional political issues.

Tornadoes Lash South

A series of tornadoes struck the southern United States today, causing significant damage to homes and businesses. The storms are believed to be related to a powerful low-pressure system.

Protestors Mark Date

Protestors are planning a demonstration on the anniversary of a significant historical event. The demonstration is expected to draw a large crowd and is expected to be peaceful.

Atomic Inspection Offered

A company is offering to conduct atomic inspections on homes and businesses for a fee. The inspections are designed to detect any potential hazards related to atomic energy.

To Make Your Christmas Gifts Special

CLAY-CLEAT SHOE

To Make Your Christmas Gifts Special

FIN A.0.12

35-Light Set

Christmas Stockings

15.97

19.97

14.97

17.97
High Performance Tires
4-Ply Nylon Cord Construction
Resists Damaging Heat Buildup
ALLSTATE XSS
30-Month Guarantee
6.50x13 Tubeless Blackwalls

1395
Plus $1.00 Federal Excise Tax and the Tire

6.50x13 Tubeless Blackwalls

We Guarantee this Heavy-Duty Shock and Muffler as Long as You Own Your Car*

3 Day Sale!...

Heavy-Duty Shocks
Sale Lasts 3 Days
If you insist on having the very best equipment in your car, then these Heavy-Duty Shocks are for you! They provide greater suspension stability for high-speed travel. You'll also enjoy pretty lite road feel -- your new ride will pack a lot more! Regular $6.29

SALE!...

Sears Heavy-Duty Mufflers
Sale Lasts 3 Days Only
Your Christmas Dollars Go Further at Sears

Christmas Gift SALE

Selected Groups:
- Men's Suits
- Women's Suits
- Accessories

SAVINGS ON MEN'S Suits:
- SAVE $20.00 on Select Men's Suits
- SAVE $15.00 on Select Men's Suits

SAVING ON WOMEN'S Suits:
- SAVE $10.00 on Select Women's Suits
- SAVE $7.00 on Select Women's Suits

SAVINGS ON ACCESSORIES:
- SAVE $5.00 on Select Accessories
- SAVE $3.00 on Select Accessories

Electric Corn Popper
- Regular $5.00
- Sale $2.99

Shop EVERY Week
- Shop Now for Great Savings

USE YOUR CREDIT AT SEARS

Personal Size Portable TV
... Ideal Gift for the Family
- 59.88

SAVING ON TV:
- SAVE $10.00 on Select Portable TVs
- SAVE $7.00 on Select Portable TVs

Cutchin Says Errors Costly

We Blew 'Em Off Line,' Say Sooner Coaches

Owens, Shotts Gone for Pokes As OU Snips Series Skein

Cowboy Comment

National Finals Rodeo Results

Seconar, Poke Must Prospects
Stripling Fuels Tulsa By Louisville, 35-23

SMU, Livingston Ax Frogs, 28-14

Errors Costly, Cutchin Says

Sooner Cruise Past Cowpokes

Rice Staggers Baylor, 27-25

Kentucky Roars By Michigan

West Virginians Romp In Opener

Individual Statistics

Football Scores

NAVY REPELS ARMY, 19-14

Vols Rip Vandy, 41-14, To Clinch SEC Crown

Rebels Edge Rivals, 10-3

LISTEN

The all time heavyweight tournament and CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHTS

Jack Dempsey vs. Joe Louis

KOMA Radio 1520
Tulsa Outbattles City Icers, 5-3

Grant Eases To Edmond Title

Hurricane Swamps St. Mary's Big Four Mat Crown

Fairbanks Shares Big Eight Honors

STATE COWBOY SETS RECORD

8,103 See Steer Wrestler Hike Earnings To $29,746

Murray St. Surprises Toppers

UCLAnes Edge Arkansas Purdue, 73-71

Pistons Ax Celts

Junior College Basketball

Western Heights

College Baseball

OKLAHOMA CITY OUT "BORN AGAIN" YOUTH PROGRAM

RIPPER CASH

Don Buxton, President of the Oklahoma City Horse Builders Association, presents keys to the very handsome and excited Eustace Family, who bought Mr. Gay N. Keith, Sr., Eustace, Okla., Keith, and daughter, Becky.
Three Cushion Sofa With Matching Love Seat

This is the newest and most "chic" way of decorating. The three cushion sofa is 90" long and the two cushion love seat only 60" long. Perfect for that hard to decorate corner in your living room. Both sofas are covered in a "Scotchgard" protected fabric that's
cutline quilted over foam for extra comfort. All cushions are loose and have the quilting center-matched on each cushion. You can save almost $100 if you buy today at Evans.

$349
90" 3 Cushion sofa
60" 2 Cushion Love Seat

OPEN TODAY 1 'TIL 7!

Color Portable Goes Anywhere you want to watch Television!

$299
185 sq. in. rectangular picture tube in a

Queen Size Simmons

$119

Mattress and Box Spring and frame

Today Only - Sprague & Carlton Tables
on Sale!

Your Choice

$49.95

A - Side Table, B - Lamp Table, C - Book-

Three Cushion sofa for a new low price!
DICK CHRISTMAN'S ANNUAL RCA VICTOR MONTH

THANKS TO A TREMENDOUS DIRECT FACTORY PURCHASE YOU CAN SAVE ON RCA COLOR TV AND STEREO AS NEVER BEFORE!

NOW IS THE TIME TO MAKE YOUR HOME A Pleasure ISLAND

CHOOSE FROM THE LARGEST SELECTION OF CABINETS EVER ASSEMBLED ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR - DANISH - FRENCH - SPANISH EARLY AMERICAN - ITALIAN - MOORISH-TABLE MODELS - PORTABLES - ALL SCREEN SIZES.

But hurry while selection is good! (a small deposit will hold till Christmas)

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY YOUR T.V. FROM DICK CHRISTMAN CONFIDENCE IN PRICE - IN QUALITY - IN SERVICE

Where else but Dick Christian's can you have a professional appliance salesman to help you select your unit? The finest service available on RCA with Dick's own personal attention - The largest selection available in the southwest on RCA -- All this and the lowest price possible.

THIS IS WHY DICK WAS NOMINATED FOR BRAND NAME RETAILER OF THE YEAR

OPEN SUNDAY 1-3 THROUGH CHRISTMAS MAY 4th ONLY

WE SERVICE EVERYTHING WE SELL DICK CHRISTMAN'S OWN PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT Free Delivery, Free Installation, Free 90 Day Service Free 1 yr. Warranty on all Parts

YOUR SOUTHWEST LARGEST EXCLUSIVE RCA VICTOR, RCA WHIRLPOOL DEALER

Dick CHRISTMAN INC.

EASY TERMS

Devaluation Nothing More Than Bankruptcy

"There is a loan for America in the monetary collapse of Britain."

J.A. Presidents Meet

Midwest City Gets Road For Christmas

Search For Oil In Adriatic Opens Full Blast Next Month

Two New Officers Named By Liberty

Tech Team To Aid Recovery Operators

ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Oklahoma Journal Saturday, December 1, 1967
Editorials

McCarthy Straw In The Wind

The best aspects of McCarthyism are the grasshopper attacks on a professional position. It is impossible to pretend that the Washington Post, a publication which is widely respected and upon which one relies for information, can avoid being affected by the climate. This is particularly true in the case of the Oklahoma Journal, where the Post is the number one newspaper. It is possible to say that the attacks on the Journal are the result of the Post's influence over the Post's readers, but it is also true that the Post is a newspaper which cannot escape criticism.

The attack on the Journal is the result of the Post's influence over the Post's readers. It is possible to say that the attacks on the Journal are the result of the Post's influence over the Post's readers, but it is also true that the Post is a newspaper which cannot escape criticism. It is possible to say that the attacks on the Journal are the result of the Post's influence over the Post's readers, but it is also true that the Post is a newspaper which cannot escape criticism. It is possible to say that the attacks on the Journal are the result of the Post's influence over the Post's readers, but it is also true that the Post is a newspaper which cannot escape criticism.
Christmas COMES TO PENN SQUARE

Visit With Santa And His Helpers Every Day
12 Noon 'Til 8 P.M. - On The Square

ENJOY CHRISTMAS CANDLES 7 P.M. EACH 6th
EVERY WKND. NIGHT ON THE SESSION

NORTHWEST HIGHWAY & PENNSYLVANIA
OPEN EACH WEEKDAY TIL 8 P.M. TIL DEC. 17
Looking for Carpet?
You Can't Afford To Miss the Exciting Values in Our Very Special Collection of Famous LEES CARPETs
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Dear Jacqueline

When In Rome...

Jackie Goes Long

Rothschild's Has the Casual Gift Idea

Rothschild's Has the Casual Gift Idea

Rothschild's Has the Casual Gift Idea
Well-Trained Chicks Know Cues

By Mary Helms

I am an expert on the aims and activities of women in general. I have been studying their behavior for many years and have come to the conclusion that women, as a group, are capable of understanding and following the cues that are presented to them. However, it is not always easy to identify these cues, and it is necessary to be aware of them in order to be able to interpret their meaning.

There are two main types of cues that women use: verbal and nonverbal. Verbal cues include words, phrases, and gestures that are used to express feelings or intentions. Nonverbal cues include body language, facial expressions, and other visual cues that can be interpreted by others.

In order to understand these cues, it is important to be aware of the context in which they are used. For example, if a woman is saying something in a loud voice, it is more likely that she is trying to be heard or to make a point. Similarly, if a woman is making eye contact with someone, it is more likely that she is interested in what they are saying.

There are also cultural influences that can affect how women interpret and use cues. For instance, some cultures place a greater emphasis on nonverbal communication than others. In addition, the way in which cues are presented can vary depending on the situation.

In conclusion, understanding the cues that women use is important in order to be able to interpret their behavior accurately. By being aware of the different types of cues and the context in which they are used, it is possible to understand women more effectively.
In Paris 'Crazy Horse' Dancers Protected By Mamas

Women's World...

Sears

CHRISTMAS GIFT SALE
Save 13% to 25%
Top Cowpokes Spurring 'Em In City

Nothing Like A Rodeo For Action!

What's Inside:
- Saddles Bronc
- Event Tricky
- Bronc Means Business
- Bulldogging Woolly Sport

Big Savings

Low Discount Prices

- The Caballero $12.88
- Men's Wellington $9.69
- The Ranchero $15.88
- Child's Dip Toe Cowboy Boot $14.44
- Child's Dip Toe Cowboy Boot $15.49
- Child's Dip Toe Cowboy Boot $14.99
- Child's Dip Toe Cowboy Boot $15.49
- Child's Dip Toe Cowboy Boot $14.44

Ladies New! Squaw Bootie
Fantastic Buy! The Buckaroo $17.77

$3.89

By The Horse

Fun Guide
He's Their Ace Writer—What Else?

TV's Smothers Brothers Rely On Sooner

BY JANE TAYLOR

The Smothers Brothers are no strangers to Oklahoma. This week, they are performing at the Civic Center Music Hall in Oklahoma City. The brothers, Tom and Dick, are known for their humorous skits and music, which have earned them a loyal following.

The Smothers Brothers are a popular act in the entertainment industry. They have appeared on numerous television shows and have released several albums. Their unique blend of humor and music has made them a favorite of audiences around the world.

In addition to their musical and comedic talents, the Smothers Brothers are known for their dedication to their craft. They have been performing for over 50 years and continue to entertain audiences with their wit and charm.

Tickets for their Oklahoma City performance are available now. Don't miss out on this opportunity to see these talented entertainers in person. For more information, visit their website or contact your local box office.

Three Of A Comic Kind

SUNDAY

Special Assignment

Get Your Tickets Now to the

NATIONAL FINALS RODEO

December 3 through December 9

Best Performances

Oklahoma City

OKLAHOMA CITY FAIRGROUNDS ARENA

Looking For An Unusual Yale Gift? Try Androcles!

The story of Androcles and the Lion is a classic tale of friendship and bravery. It is often used as a metaphor for the power of compassion and the importance of treating others with kindness.

Androcles was a man who lived during the reign of a cruel king. He was captured and sold into slavery, where he worked as a laborer. One day, while working in the fields, he came across a wounded lion. Instead of running away, Androcles approached the lion and took great care of it. Over time, the lion grew fond of Androcles and became his protector.

Androcles's story has inspired many people throughout the ages. It is a reminder that even the most unlikely of friendships can be formed through compassion and kindness.

CO-SPONSORED BY

National Cowboy Hall of Fame and Western Heritage Center

Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce

COLORFUL ANTENNA "SPECIALS"

WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS TV AND STEREO

WE SERVElys S. 4TH STREET

12-18-77
Specials On TV

Cast Picked For TV Run

Husbands, Wives & Friends

Movies On TV This Week

BUY NOW! Don't miss this season's colorful, exciting NEW SHOWS!

SATURDAY

SPORTS THIS WEEK

Hearing Can Be a Joy Again
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New Album Best Yet!

Miss Judy Collins Has 'Arrived'

Parakeets Easiest Birds To House, Feed

Christmas Gifts Galore From Tape Town

GOOD LISTENING FOR ALL AGES

Radio to match your mood

TAPETOWN

TWO BIG LOCATIONS

$900 209-549-5099 1397 39th St. & Parsons Ave.
New Life
for an Old Champ

As a war hero to serve the government in the war effort, an old champ is now employed at the National Handicraft Society. This society is dedicated to preserving American history and culture. The handiwork done by the veterans is both a testament to their skills and a source of income. The old champ, along with other veterans, is now given the opportunity to showcase their talents and earn a living. The society ensures that the work is of high quality and is sold to support veterans and their families. The old champ is grateful for the chance to continue serving his country in a new capacity.
Children of the
White House

Washington's oldest 
guests, George Washington 
Parker and his wife, served 
as the hostesses for the 
inauguration of President 
Williams. Parker, who 
was born in 1833, is the 
grandson of George 
Washington's carriage 
painter. Mrs. Parker, who 
was born in 1837, is the 
granddaughter of George 
Washington's housekeeper. She 
is also the sister-in-law of 
President Williams.

Linda Reiff is wearing her 
ring from her recent 
appearance in the White 
House. She is the sister of 
the President's secretary. 

John Reiff is a well-known 
actor and is a frequent 
visitor to the White 
House. He is the brother of 
the President's secretary.

The White House is 
open to the public on 
Saturdays and Sundays. 
Visitors are encouraged 
to take a guided tour to 
learn about the history 
and architecture of the 
building.
really interesting to all. Sticking to the line that runs along the main north-south street, we find that the shops are generally well-stocked and the service good. There are a number of small restaurants and cafes where one can sit down and relax. The prices are reasonable and the food is good. The weather is quite mild, with temperatures ranging from 15 to 20 degrees Celsius.

There are several other attractions in the area. The Museum of Modern Art is a great place to visit, with a large collection of contemporary art. The Park is also a popular spot for a relaxing walk, with a beautiful lake and a variety of flowers and trees. Finally, the market is a great place to pick up some souvenirs or local specialties. Overall, this area is a great place to explore and enjoy all that the city has to offer.
It's a Young World

ZIPCODE U.S.A.

DR. SCHOLL'S
Air-Pillo Insoles.

Don't Neglect Your
FALSE TEETH.

WHAT ARE
THE MOST
DANGEROUS
SPORTS?

DropDown the genie to
create your own
ZIPCODE U.S.A.

GROCERY SAVINGS

比重 Survey. Report of

FIVE BRAND NAMES

You're Never Too Old

DR. SCHOLL'S
Air-Pillo Insoles.

Save 14¢
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4 New "Jewels" for your Christmas decorations from General Electric

Last Laugh by Al Capp

Fabulous Christmas Gift—the New
LONGINES ULTRA-CHEM

GUARANTEED ACCURATE TO A MINUTE A MONTH!

There is the best answer to the world who want Christmas gifts that will last a long time and give the wearer the best time. Your Longines Ultra-Chron is the watch that will give the wearer the best time. It never needs winding, and the accuracy of the Ultra-Chron is guaranteed to be within one second a year. It is never affected by magnetism, and it is waterproof. It is the watch that will give the wearer the best time.
BABY'S HUNGRY
$10.88 EA

FROSTY SNO-MAN
$2.88 EACH

SNO-CONE MACHINE
$4.44 EACH

BLACKBOARD
$3.66 EACH

WEE-WAGON
$3.66 EACH

OUJA BOARD
$1.66 EACH

ACTION FILLED
$2.99 EACH

BRILLIANT RED
$5.66 EACH

TITAN WAGON

NEW! LUCKY LOCKET KIDDIES
$1.27 EACH

TWISTER GAME
$2.77 EACH

PASSWORD GAME
$1.27 EACH

THINGMAKER PAKS
$4.44 EACH

AJESCO 21 PIECE
$5.33 EACH

DOLL HUDDERT
$2.99 EACH

EVERYONE WILL ENJOY
$7.99 EACH

MONOPOLY
$2.99 EACH

Johnny Astro
$7.77 EACH

6-STRING GUITAR
$2.88 EACH

EASY-SHOW
$3.77 EACH

ALL BOYS LIKE TO PLAY BALL
$1.44 EACH

BOWLING SET
$1.66 EACH

MUSICAL RAILROAD
$2.33 EACH

DAISY 960
$2.44 EA

Etch-A-Sketch
$2.33 EACH

BOWLING SET
$1.66 EACH

ROSIE TRICYCLE
$6.99 EA